AWARD DEGREES TO 63
EXERCISES TODAY CLOSE
INSTITUTE CAREERS
FOR MEMBERS OF CLASS '31

TURNING OF PAGES
OF CLASS HISTORY
BRINGS MEMORIES

Reviewer Traces Past of Class
Throughout the Institute At
The Institute

By Ralph H. Davis '31

Today the Class of '31 finishes its
four years of class career. This is
particularly regret that the members
of the Class of '31 will be separated
at this other final festivity. This re-
groups together with hopeful at-
expectation for the future. We have
behind us a period of four years of
which we have been able to add
additional dimensions to the un-
dergraduate life that we shall
never forget.

Let us turn back the pages for a
few years and see what changes have
taken place in their Class. There
have been some very rapid and
many faces have appeared, trans-
formed, or altered. On the other hand,
the Class of '31 will have many
new faces have appeared. The
changes that have been inter-
ned during the intervening period. We recall our
first knowledge concerning Tech-
ology, whom we have learned to admire
and respect.
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